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TECH UPDATE - Log Haul Trailers 
 
FreFlyt Trailers 
 
P&H Supplies’ FreFlyt Manufacturing division offers four types of log trailers for use in B.C.: the tridem pole trailer, 
hayrack, B-train and a short log pup. 
 
The company says Freflyt trailers are designed for improved reliability in the toughest working environments. 
 
Its tridem is equipped with a tough, rugged chassis and is designed to provide long term off-highway service. Most of the 
tridems it has manufactured are still in operation today, says the company. 
 
Freflyt Manufacturing’s hayrack has Hendrickson 30,000 lb. air suspension and an innovative dual axle lift system to save 
on wear and tear for the trip back. 
 
Owners can top off their trailer with solid, trip-able or drop-in bunks to suit their needs from 8’ 6” to 10’ 6”, including the 
new 9’ 6” version. 
 
The company can also completely rig-up trucks from cab guard to tail frame. 
 
www.phsupplies.ca 
 
Anser Manufacturing 
 
Anser Manufacturing Ltd. is said to be one of British Columbia’s leading manufacturers and distributors of logging 
trailers. The Anser product has been available since 1985. 
 
The company manufactures a variety of logging trailers, including Anser hayrack, tri-axle, quad-axle, tridem pole, tandem 
pole and single axle log jeep configurations. 
 
Its head office and manufacturing plant is located in Vernon, B.C., where the company is continually working to improve 
and modify trailer design through the use of 3-D solid modeling software. 
 
Its popular tridem pole log trailer is constructed with QT-100 steel, and is available in a variety of reach, bunch and stake 
options. Its hayrack product has an overall length of 49’ 6”, and features QT-100 steel construction, air ride suspension, 
and a heavy-duty brush bumper. 
 
www.ansermfg.com 
 
BWS Manufacturing 
 
BWS Manufacturing, makers of EZ-2-Load Trailers, is proud of its 45 year history of producing quality forestry trailers. 
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BWS currently manufactures BC Super B-Train and 3 Axle Tree Length Loggers, as well as AB 4 Axle Tree Length 
Loggers. The company’s focus has been on delivering value to trailer purchasers and this has resulted in a high ratio of 
repeat customers. Its current product lines reflect the ongoing strategy of listening to customers and its commitment to 
innovation. 
 
BWS Manufacturing says the three-year structural warranty on the trailer main frame means it stands behind its product, 
even in the harshest of forestry environments. 
 
www.bwstrailers.com 
 
Temisko 
 
For almost 45 years, Temisko has played a leading industry role in the development and construction of all types of 
specialized vehicles. Over the years, Temisko has developed an expertise in the fabrication of forestry, flatbed and 
specialized semi-trailers. 
 
Temisko’s trailers are designed to be strong yet lightweight, thus maximizing load capacity and increasing the return on 
investment. Temisko offers a range of log hauler, wood chip hauler, regular flat bed and lowboys for heavy machinery 
haulage. 
 
With the desire for lighter products, the use of aluminum in the fabrication of the company’s products has increased. 
Temisko chip vans today are mostly made of aluminum and it is also used for certain stakes for log trailers. 
 
The quality of a semi-trailer depends on its design, on the choice of construction material, the welding techniques 
employed, as well as the cutting-edge technology used throughout the assembly process, and the company has a strong 
focus in all of these areas. 
 
www.temisko.com 
 
Arctic Manufacturing Ltd 
 
New for Prince George, B.C.-based, Arctic Manufacturing in 2012 was its high-travel auxiliary air suspension with 
integrated lift for use on quad-axle semi-trailers. 
 
The suspension features 16 ¼” of total travel. This allows for 11 ¾” of axle lift with 4 ½” of jounce. The suspension 
maintains the same king-pin geometry to the ground throughout its total travel distance. 
 
Also on the short-log equipment side, all the company’s short-log bunks/stakes now feature its new formed bunk/stake 
pocket. This pocket is now 18” tall instead of the conventional 10 ½”, with the taper on the inside. On hayracks with solid 
stakes, the taper is on both ends of the stake. This allows for the stake to be reversed if its bend is just above the pocket. 
 
Minor improvements have been made throughout the company’s long-log equipment product line. 
 
www.arcticmfg.com 
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Deloupe Inc 
 
In 1972, Deloupe Inc designed and built its first log haul trailer. Since then, that product has undergone several makeovers 
to position itself as among the best on the market, the company says. 
 
Deloupe developed a light but strong all-steel trailer called the ‘Viking’ equipped with galvanized stakes. 
 
Today, even though its log trailer is well known for quality and reliability, it is still working to incorporate innovations. 
Within the last year, the company’s engineering department worked on new, revolutionary models: one using the Viking 
steel frame but equipped with bunks and stakes made with composite, which is a strong but light material that generates a 
weight gain of more than 1000 lbs. A second model again uses the Viking frame but is equipped with movable bunks, so 
that customers may adjust them according to the log length they work with. 
 
www.deloupe.com 
 
Magnum Trailer & Equipment 
 
Magnum Trailer & Equipment Inc. has recently introduced its newest line of on/off highway short wood loggers. 
 
Magnum’s diversified offering includes five-axle Super “B” trains, four-axle “B” trains, quads, as well as hayrack models. 
 
Using proven design and manufacturing techniques combined with innovative new features, Magnum now offers what 
many consider to be one of the best-built and most rugged shortwood logging trailers in the industry. Each unit can be 
tailored to the individual needs of the customer and can include a wide array of custom options including air-lift axles and 
expandable bunks. 
 
Over the past 30 years, Magnum has earned a solid reputation worldwide for its engineered specialty trailers. They 
have taken the time to listen to what logging operators require from their rigs and designed a trailer that is an industry 
workhorse, day in and day out, the company says. 
 
Magnum Trailers is located in Abbotsford, B.C.—only a short distance to the heart of the logging community in British 
Columbia. 
 
www.magnumtrailer.com


